
Designed to fit a 1" curtain rod or a 2 1/2" continental rod. Each swag, jabot, and tail piece is made 
and placed on the rod separately, giving opportunities for more than one style. Instructions 
are also included to adapt this treatment to a board mount, allowing swags to be overlapped. The 
pattern has cutting lines for swag depths of 15" or 18". The swag is cut on the bias and has a·width 
range of 20" - 24". The jabot will hang 36" long. These measurements are from the top of the rod 
down. Another 2" header stands above the rod. 

Fabric suggestions: Light to medium weight fabrics. Chintz works well, soft fabrics are even better. 
Solids and prints make up prettier than stripes. Jabots and tails need to be self lined or contrast 
lined. Swags can use a regular drapery lining. 

YARDAGE 

To decide how many swag sections you need, consider that each swag covers 20" - 24" of rod space. 
Each jabot covers 6" - 8" on the face of the rod plus the return. Each tail covers 2" of rod space. 

With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual 
pattern sizes so you can determine how they will fit on your fabric. 

15" SWAG DEPTH 
. The jabot pattern is ............... 35" wide x 39" deep 
The tail pattern is .................. 20" wide x 16" deep 
The swag pattern is (bias) .... 36" wide x 36" deep 

18" SWAG DEPTH 
The jabot pattern is ............... 35" wide x 39" deep 

I 

The tail pattern is .................. 23" wide x 19" deep 
The swag pattern is (bias) .... 42" wide x 42" deep 

Same amount of lining will be needed. 

Yardage for trims 
Trims must be able to curve. 

15" SWAG DEPTH 18" SWAG DEPTH 

Each jabot ......................................... 60" ....................................... 60" 
Each tail ............................................ 24" ....................................... 27" 
Each swag ........................................ 47" ....................................... 52" 

More detail information about yardage and alterations is given inside packet 
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